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REPORT 'A' 

AKROTIRI NEAF MOUNTAIN RESCUE TEAM INCIDENT 

Nature of Incident Two Boy Scouts benighted 
on training walk. 

Team Alerted 01Mar691943B 

Authority Alerting NECC via Lefkara Police Called Out 011943B 

Area Searched 30 deg segment radiating for 5 
miles to north of Paramali (817393) 

Left Base 012000B  

Location of Incident   Sheet 3910/11 Ref 
814436 

Arrived in Search Area 012120B 

Located by  Whirlwind helicopter of 1563 Sqn Duration of Search    9 hours 

Type of Search   4 Party Search & Helicopter 
search ( parties sweep searching at times) 

Incident Located  020620B 

Weather Conditions  Moonlight, light breeze, 
sky mainly clear. 

Casualty Evacuated to Akrotiri, time N/K 

No. of Casualties         Total 2 
Stretcher          nil              Walking 2 
Dead     nil           

Composition of Party 22 NEAF MRT 

Vehicle Mileages Sub Units Involved  Nil 

 Return to Base 021030B 

 
 

RCC Informed 021000B 

 

Comments on Equipment   

1. Reasonable communications maintained between search base at Paramali and hill search parties. 

2. Communications with NEOC very poor (GR 410 & A 43R) [possibly due to necessary siting of search base in a 

valley. RAF Police radios and operators used to maintain contact. GR 410 aerial broken during call out 

journey. 

 

Narrative:- 

On 01 Mar 69 one of a party of four Boy Scouts carrying out an organised walk from Kate Pakhra to Episkopi 

became ill or exhausted.  One scout stayed with the patient and two scouts walked to the main road west of Episkopi 

to raise the alarm. The two scouts left behind stayed at Ref 814436 in an orange tent.  They had no torches.  The 

whistle carried by the party had been brought back by the two who raised the alarm.  The party had no matches to 

light a fire to aid searchers.  They had food, milk, and one sleeping bag. 

 The missing pair had tried to reach the crest of a ridge but they had been too exhausted and stopped in a 

depression short of the crest where they pitched the orange tent. 

 4 parties of RAF MRT searched in a segment North from Paramali.  One party passed within 200 yards of the 

boy’s position alternately shouting their names and listening.  The boys heard the MRT parties and shouted 

themselves, but were not heard. 

 Although NEOC tried to alert MRT from 1832B the team was not contacted till 1943B because of the 

following reasons: 
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a. Team was on exercise at Lefkara ( Ref 4010/IV/224614) and had failed to get communications with NEOC on 

HF (GR 410) or UHF (A43R). 

b. Only one policemen was on duty at Lefkara and could not leave the Police Station unmanned and so was 

unable to notify the team. 

Names of Missing Boys 

Robert Fotit - Age 11 ½ yrs 

Nicholas McDermott 1 Age 11 ½ yrs (The boy who was ill or exhausted) 

Leader of the Party 

Stephen Field   - Age 12 yrs 

An initial search by Scoutmaster (Cpl Maclean, MT, 280 Sigs Unit) Scouts and Police, lasting 2 ½ hours, westwards 

from Sterakovou (834411) failed to locate the missing pair. A helicopter of 1563 Sqn night flying landed at location of 

one of the MR parties.  UHF contact was maintained between helicopter and MR base. The helicopter located the 

boys during a later sortie and evacuated them. 

 At approx. 0530B MR parties were stood down by radio but they were then at the limits of their search 

routes and returned to Base at020820B.  A large party of Kings Own Royal Borderers had been ready to relieve the 

MR parties.  The Muktar of Paramali village had offered the help of Turkish Police and villagers to form a search 

party. 

       Date 04 Mar 69 
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